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a b s t r a c t

The nested logit model has been widely used to study nested choice. A typical example of such nested
choice is store patronage and brand choice. An important limitation of the nested logit model is that it
assumes that all alternatives at both levels of the nest are available in the choice set of the consumer.
While there is a wide literature on the incorporation of restricted choice sets into the logit model, the log-
ical extension of this analysis to nested restricted choice sets has not been pursued in the literature. In
this study we develop a nested consideration model that integrates store choice and brand choice incor-
porating the formation of dynamic restricted choice sets of both stores and brands. We term the model
the nested consideration model and derive the related probabilities in a manner analogous to the well-
known nested logit model. In an empirical illustration, we find that the nested consideration model
shows better prediction than nested logit models (with the same explanatory variables). We find that
it is important to account for dynamic store consideration sets rather than static sets or store loyalty mea-
sures. We also conduct simulations to demonstrate the importance of the nested consideration set model
for correct pricing and store location decisions of business managers.

� 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Nested choice has been widely studied in various areas of study
such as marketing and transportation research. The widely used
model used to study nested choice has been the nested logit model
(Ben-Akiva and Lerman, 1985; Train, 2003). Applications in mar-
keting of the nested logit model include Kannan and Wright
(1991) and Bell and Lattin (1998). Recently there has also been
increasing interest in the operations research literature on the the-
ory and applications of the nested logit model and related choice
modeling approaches, including Bekhor et al. (2006), Bierlaire
(2004), Kalouptsidis et al. (2007), Baltas (2004), García-Ródenas
and Ángel Marín (2009) and Schön (2010). While a robust litera-
ture has been developed in marketing and transportation literature
on incorporating restricted choice sets into the logit model, the log-
ical extension of incorporating restricted choice sets into a nested
choice model has not, to our knowledge, been pursued in either
literature.
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Developing such a model is important for business managers for
the following reasons. One, managers need to be able to predict
store and brand choice accurately in making optimal decisions on
marketing mix variables such as prices and promotions. Two, the
manager of a focal store needs to estimate the effect of competition
from nearby competing stores on the focal store. The recent tra-
vails of retail outlets such as Starbucks (which needed to close
hundreds of outlets in the US) due to cannibalization between
nearby stores (Kiviat, 2008) underscore the importance of better
methods to predict store choice decisions of consumers. Three,
while our empirical application is in the context of frequently pur-
chased packaged goods, the problem of spatial competition be-
tween nearby outlets is relevant for any business with a widely
dispersed distribution network. An important recent example is
the auto industry in the US, where Chrysler dealerships were being
shut down due to competition between dealers that were located
closer together (Kiley, 2009). Understanding how store consider-
ation sets and state dependence in store salience and/or choice af-
fect spatial competition thus is critical for businesses.

This article makes the following methodological contributions
to the study of store choice. One, we develop a model that incorpo-
rates restricted choice set formation at both the brand choice and
store choice stages. Two, we demonstrate the importance of dy-
namic store consideration sets as compared to store loyalty or sta-
tic store consideration sets, which have been traditionally utilized
in explaining store choice. By incorporating store state dependence
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into the model of store salience and choice, we provide an inte-
grated framework that store managers can use to set pricing strat-
egies. The paper also makes the substantive contributions through
two simulations that could be used by store managers, which could
lead to better pricing and store location strategies.

The subsequent sections of this article are organized as follows.
First, we discuss the relevant literature on store choice and consid-
eration sets. Then we develop our model of nested consideration,
building on assumptions and hypotheses about the choice process.
Then we discuss our operationalization of the proposed model, and
benchmark the performance vis-a-vis alternative, commonly used
models of store choice. We also discuss two simulations that dem-
onstrate the utility of this modeling approach to store managers.
Finally we discuss the managerial implications of the proposed
model and conclude.
2. Relevant literature

In Table 1 we lay out the contributions of this study with re-
spect to the earlier literature.

These contributions can be classified into the following three
broad streams:

(1) Incorporation of store salience into the store choice model,
characterizing store salience by a threshold and store state
dependence as opposed to earlier methods of using either
only a store state dependence model (Popkowski Leszczyc
et al., 2000) or using only store loyalty (Bell and Lattin,
1998; Bell et al., 1998) to explain store choice. Unlike earlier
models of store state dependence, our approach also pre-
serves the advantages of using the category inclusive value
in explaining store choice.

(2) Integrating dynamic brand salience and store salience into
the same choice model, unlike earlier papers that modeled
either brand salience (Bronnenberg and Vanhonacker,
1996) or store salience (Fotheringham, 1988), but not both.

(3) Our approach, uniquely among the consideration set litera-
ture (Mehta et al., 2002), incorporates both the parsimoni-
ous sku (stock-keeping unit) characteristics approach and
accounts for sku availability (Campo et al., 2003).

We next describe the relevant literature in these three streams.
1 In the restricted brand choice set literature the brand state dependence variable
has been used to parameterize the ‘brand salience’ construct (Bronnenberg and
Vanhonacker, 1996) which has been shown to directly impact the formation of
restricted brand choice sets. We utilize this approach to parameterize the store
salience construct with the store state dependence variable.
2.1. State dependence in store choice and store consideration sets

The phenomenon of state dependence in brand purchase has
been studied in the context of brand purchase (Seetharaman
et al., 1999) as well as store choice (Popkowski Leszczyc et al.,
2000, 2004). Positive state dependence leads to a higher probabil-
ity of future purchase of the currently chosen brand/store and is
termed ‘inertia’ while negative state dependence leads to a lower
probability of future purchase of the currently chosen brand, a
behavior termed ‘variety seeking’. Popkowski Leszczyc et al.
(2000) use a hazard approach to model state dependence in store
choice. This approach does not take into account store salience
and store consideration sets. It also does not take into account cat-
egory inclusive values. The other approach that has been used to
study store choice is the nested logit approach of Bell and Lattin
(1998). While this approach uses category inclusive values to ex-
plain store choice, it does not include dynamic store salience or
store consideration sets. The approach of Bell and Lattin (1998) is
rather to use ‘preprocessed’ (static) consideration sets, i.e., stores
that have been visited in a calibration period, as variables to ex-
plain store choice. They also use store loyalty rather than store
state dependence to explain store choice.
Our study incorporates dynamic store salience and consider-
ation sets, with store state dependence being used to parameterize
the dynamic store salience,1 and we show that this approach dra-
matically improves the predictive power of the store choice model.
2.2. Two stage models of store and brand choice

Considerable evidence has been presented in the restricted
choice set literature that households form consideration sets of
brands, and then choose brands from the household’s consider-
ation set, rather than choose brands in a single stage, from the
set of all available brands (Mehta et al., 2002; Pancras, 2010).
The literature on store consideration sets has however been some-
what limited. Fotheringham (1988) argues that consumers limit
search not only with respect to brands but also with respect to
stores. Consumers may not have the ability or time to evaluate
all stores within a city, and may make an initial choice of a cluster
of stores, a shopping district or perhaps a mall, then select a store
from this reduced set of stores. An extreme example of such a set is
where a consumer always buys from a single store or a single chain
of stores. In general this phenomenon of limited search of stores is
either ignored or accounted for in using simple indicator variables
of which stores were chosen in an initialization period (Bell and
Lattin, 1998). The latter approach may be suitable when the num-
ber of stores is smaller but may not capture the dynamics of store
consideration sets which change over time, a lacuna that can be-
come more pronounced when a larger number of stores/store for-
mats are available to the consumer. Our study combines the
advantages of the hierarchical choice approach (Bell and Lattin,
1998) with the advantages of accounting for dynamic store consid-
eration sets.
2.3. Availability of SKUs across stores and the SKU characteristics
approach

Recent research has pointed out that there is considerable var-
iation in the availability of skus in stores (Bell et al., 2005). For the
empirical researcher this variation in sku availability poses an is-
sue since the competitive set in a store will vary over time. This
has led researchers to use average prices across skus for a brand,
a method used in several notable papers in the literature on store
competition such as Bell and Lattin (1998). However, the varying
availability of skus constitutes information on sku level competi-
tion between stores that should be utilized in modeling store
choice and store competition. In our study, we adopt the sku char-
acteristics approach of Fader and Hardie (1996) to account for sku
level competition, and account for the varying availability of skus
across stores over time, two aspects that distinguish our study
from the earlier literature on consideration sets.
3. Model formulation

A hierarchical model of salience and choice for both the store
and brand choice stages is shown in Fig. 1. A customer will first
choose a store from a set of salient stores (the ‘store consideration
set’), then choose a brand from the set of salient brands (the ‘brand
consideration set’). We present below a short derivation of the
nested consideration model (for the full derivation please see the
Supplementary Materials on the journal website).



Table 1
Contribution of this study.

Bell and
Lattin (1998)

Bell et al.
(1998)

Bronnenberg and
Vanhonacker (1996)

Mehta
et al.
(2003)

Popkowski Leszczyc
et al. (2000, 2004)

Fader and
Hardie (1996)

Campo
et al. (2003)

This
Article

Store state dependence No No No No Yes No No Yes
Preprocessed store

consideration sets
Yes Yes No No No No No Yes

Dynamic store salience No No No No No No No Yes
Brand consideration sets No No Yes Yes No No No Yes
Category effect on store

choice (inclusive value)
Yes Yes No No No No No Yes

Preprocessed brand/size
consideration sets

Yes Yes No No No No Yes

Sku characteristics approach No No No No No Yes No Yes
Accounting for sku non-

purchase
No No No No No No No Yes Yes
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3.1. Derivation of the nested consideration model

Assume that every individual ‘h’ has a specific latent threshold
of salience Hh

Dt to consider a store (s = [1, . . . ,NS]). Denote salience
for store ‘s’ for consumer ‘h’ at occasion ‘t’ by Dh

st .
From the econometrician’s perspective, store salience Dh

st and
the store cut-off value Hh

Dt are observed indirectly with some error
nh
:t , as follows:

Dh
st ¼ dh

st þ nh
st; s ¼ ½1; . . . ;NS�;

Hh
t ¼ hh

t þ nh
H;t:

ð1Þ

Assume that the (NS + 1) random components ½nh
s¼1;t ; . . . ;

nh
s¼NS ;t

; nh
H;t � are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.)

draws from a Type 1 extreme value distribution,2 where nh
H;t is com-

mon across stores so that Hh
t is a common threshold across stores for

a given consumer on a given purchase occasion.
Store ‘s’ is in the store choice set of consumer ‘h’ at purchase oc-

casion ‘t’ if Dh
st > Hh

t . Under the distributional assumptions, the
probability that consumer ‘h’ includes store s, (s = 1, . . . ,NS) in store
choice set MS at occasion ‘t’ equals

pðs 2 MSÞhS
t ¼ 1þ exp hh

t � dh
st

� �h i�1
; s ¼ ½1; . . . ;NS�: ð2Þ

Let ps ¼ pðis 2 MSÞhS
t .

Consumers maximize utility among stores that are in the choice
set. If the choice set were known to the econometrician and if the
store utility is Vh

st ¼ vh
st þ eh

st , and eh
st are draws from a Type 1 ex-

treme value distribution, then the choice probabilities for a store
can be shown under the above assumptions to be (Bronnenberg
and Vanhonacker, 1996):

PðsÞ ¼ ps � evsP
i0s
ps0 � eVs0

ð3Þ

In this equation we drop the household and time subscripts.
While we derived the above equation in the context of store choice,
consider a similar equation characterizing brand choice as derived
by Bronnenberg and Vanhonacker (1996)3:

PðbÞ ¼ pb � eVbP
b0pb0 � eVb0

ð4Þ
2 Note that the Extreme Value assumption is made to get convenient closed form
expressions for the salience probabilities, though other parametric forms could also
be used to obtain salience probabilities.

3 We use the Bronnenberg and Vanhonacker (1996) approach as a starting point for
our model since this approach is a simple implementation of fuzzy consideration sets,
and the ‘fuzzy approach’ (as opposed to modeling ‘crisp’ consideration sets) does not
suffer from the curse of dimensionality encountered when enumerating all possible
consideration sets (the ‘crisp approach’) (Wu and Rangaswamy, 2003). Further, this
model also has been shown to perform well on prediction.
pb, the probability that brand b will be considered is a function
of the salience Sb of brand b, so we can write the consideration
probability as pb(Sb). Let VSb ;Vb

¼ pb � eVb , the numerator of this
expression. Then taking logarithms we get lnðVSb ;Vb

Þ ¼ lnðpbÞ þ Vb.
Suppose we have a multidimensional choice set CN whose ele-

ments are brand-store combinations. Let USbs ; Vbs
be the total utility

of an element of CN consisting of store s and brand b. If some ele-
ments share common observed elements, we can write the total
utility as a function of salience and choice utility as follows:

USbs ;Vbs
¼ f ðSbS;VbSÞ þ eSbs ;Vbs

8ðs; bÞ 2 CN ;

USbs ;Vbs
¼ lnðVSbs ;Vbs

Þ þ eSbs ;Vbs
8ðs; bÞ 2 CN:

ð5Þ

Using the form for VSbs ;Vbs
¼ f ðSbS;VbSÞ ¼ exp½lnðpb;sÞ þ Vb;s�, we write

the total utility as

USbs ;Vbs
¼ lnðpb;sÞ þ Vb;s þ eSbs ;Vbs

8ðs; bÞ 2 CN : ð6Þ

The salience probability for a store-brand combination (s,b) is p
b,s = ps ⁄ pbjs, where pbjs is the brand salience conditional on store
salience.

Let ~eSs ;Vs and ~eSb ;Vb
be the unobserved components of the total

utility attributable to the store and the brand, respectively, which
vary only across stores (for ~eSs ;Vs Þ or brands (for ~eSb ;Vb

Þ. The term
~eSbs ;Vbs

is the remaining unobserved component of the total utility.
The utility expression is:

USbs ;Vbs
¼ lnðpsÞ þ lnðpbjsÞ þ eV b þ eV s þ eV bs þ ~eSs ;Vs þ ~eSb ;Vb

þ ~eSbs ;Vbs
8ðs; bÞ 2 CN: ð7Þ

If Sn and Bn are the marginal store and brand choice sets, assume
~eSs ;Vs and ~eSbs ;Vbs

are independent for all s 2 Sn and b 2 Bn.
Let the terms ~eSbs ;Vbs

be independent and identically Type 1 ex-
treme value distributed with scale parameter lb.

Let Bns be the conditional brand choice set, which is the subset
of brands in Bn for the person ‘n’ who visits store ‘s’. ~eSs ;Vs is distrib-
uted so that maxb2Bns ðUSbs ;Vbs

Þ is Type 1 extreme value distributed
with scale parameter ls.

We can write the marginal probability as

PnðsÞ ¼ Pr
lnðpsÞ þ eV s þ ~eSs ;Vs þ V 0s þ e0Ss ;Vs

>

lnðps0 Þ þ eV s0 þ ~eSs0 ;Vs0 þ V 0s0 þ e0Ss0 ;Vs0
; 8s0 2 Sn; s0 – s

264
375
ð8Þ

where V 0s ¼ g ¼ 1
lb ln

P
b2Bns

eðlnðpbjsÞþeV bþeV bsÞ�lb

� �
and where the distur-

bance term e0Ss ;Vs
is defined by e0Ss ;Vs

¼ maxb2Bns

ðlnðpbjsÞ þ eV b þ eV bs þ ~eSbs ;Vbs
Þ � V 0s and is also Type 1 extreme value

distributed with scale parameter l = lb. Since ~eSs ;Vs þ e0Ss ;Vs
is i.i.d.



S1 (Store Salience Stage): Consumer 
constructs store consideration set 
based on 'store salience' 

S2 (Store Choice Stage): Consumer 
chooses store to visit from store 
consideration set based on 'store value' 

Store and 
Brand 
Consideration 
Sets 

S4 (Brand Choice Stage): Consumer 
chooses brand to buy from brand 
consideration set based on 'brand 
value' 

S3 (Brand Salience Stage): Consumer 
constructs brand consideration sets in 
focal category based on 'brand 
salience'

Fig. 1. Salience and choice stages for store and brand consumer choice.

4 The two additional salience thresholds (‘skusalience threhold’ and ‘store salience
threshold’) represent two additional parameters to be estimated in the NCDC model
as compared to the nested logit models; the number of variables used in the NCDC
model is however the same as in the nested logit models. All four models will also
estimate the ‘inclusive value coefficient’.
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Type 1 extreme value distributed with a scale parameter ls for all
s 2 Sn, the probability that store ‘s’ is chosen is:

PnðsÞ ¼
eðlnðpsÞþeV sþV 0sÞ

�lsP
s02Sn

eðln ps0 ÞþeV s0 þV 0
s0

� ��
ls
: ð9Þ

The probability that brand ‘s’ is chosen conditional on store ‘s’
being chosen can be derived as:

PnðbjsÞ ¼
eðlnðpbjsÞþeV bþeV bsÞ�lbP

b02Bns
eðlnðpb0 jsÞþeV b0 þeV b0 sÞ

�lb
: ð10Þ

Combining the expressions for the marginal and conditional
probabilities derived above, we get the expression for the joint
probability of choice of the store brand combination (s,b) for the
individual ‘n’ (see Supplementary Materials on the journal website
for full derivation):

Pnðs; bÞ ¼
eðlnðpsÞþeV sþV 0sÞ

�lsP
s02Sn

eðlnðps0 ÞþeV s0 þV 0s0 Þ
�ls

24 35
zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{PnðsÞ

� eðlnðpbjsÞþeV bþeV bsÞ�lbP
b02Bns

eðln pb0 jsð ÞþeV b0 þeV b0sÞ
�lb

24 35
zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{PnðbjsÞ

;

ð11Þ

where

V 0s ¼
1
lb

ln
X
b2Bns

eðlnðpbjsÞþeV bþeV bsÞ�lb

" #
: ð12Þ

We term the above expression the nested consideration model.
There are many similarities and some important differences be-
tween this model and the nested logit choice model. The similari-
ties are in the model development and the way in which the
second stage process depends on the ‘inclusive value’ V 0s provided
by the choice alternatives in the lower nest. The differences are in
the incorporation of dynamic salience effects into the choice pro-
cesses in both the lower and the upper nests, through the salience
probabilities ps and pbjs.
3.2. Two stage store and brand nested logit model with store loyalty

The baseline model that we will use is a nested logit model
which is very similar to the model used in Bell and Lattin (1998).
The equation that requires to be estimated for the nested logit
model (Ben-Akiva and Lerman, 1985) is:

Pnðs; bÞ ¼
eðeV sþV 0sÞ

�lsP
s02Sn

eð
eV s0 þV 0s0 Þ

�ls

24 35
zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{PnðsÞ

� eðeV bþeV bsÞ�lbP
b02Bns

eðeV b0 þeV b0 sÞ
�lb

24 35
zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{PnðbjsÞ

; ð13Þ

where

V 0s ¼
1
lb

ln
X
b2Bns

eð
eV bþeV bsÞ�lb

" #
: ð14Þ

Note that Eqs. 13 and 14 differ from Eqs. 11 and 12 in that the sal-
ience probabilities ps and pbjs are not included in the two nested lo-
git equations.

4. Data and empirical results

4.1. Data

We use data on store visits and on cola purchases from the Stan-
ford Basket Market Database. We use the data from the suburb of a
large US city, which covers a two year period from June 1991 to June
1993. There are 548 households in this database. We choose 140
households who bought cola three or more times in an initialization
period. We use the first 24 weeks for initialization and the next
54 weeks for calibration. The calibration dataset for cola purchases
for these 140 households consists of 2364 data points. The suburban
market has 5 stores: stores 1 and 2 have an explicit EDLP (every day
low price) positioning. Stores 3, 4, 5 are promotional pricing ( also
called HILO) stores. The top 16 skus which comprise more than
80% of cola sales were chosen for analysis. These 16 skus correspond
to 5 discrete sizes and 5 different brands. Table 2 presents some
descriptives on market share and availability for these 16 skus.

4.2. Comparison of variables used in the models

Table 3 lists the variables used in the four models being studied
in this article. A detailed description of how each variable is con-
structed is provided in the Supplementary Materials on the journal
website. The nested consideration model, termed NCDC (‘Nested
Consideration Dynamic Consideration’) model is tested against
three nested logit models, termed the NLSC (‘Nested Logit Static
Consideration’), NLSL (‘Nested Logit Store Loyalty’) and NLSR
(‘Nested Logit Store Recency’) models.

As the table indicates one crucial condition for comparing predic-
tive ability of different models is satisfied by the variables used, i.e.,
that the same number of independent variables be used in all the
models. In addition the set of variables used in the NCDC model
and NLSR model are identical. The NLSC model uses ‘initially consid-
ered’ stores variable representing the ‘preprocessed consideration
sets used by Bell and Lattin (1998) instead of ‘store recency’. The
NLSL model uses the store loyalty variable, which has also been used
by Bell and Lattin (1998) instead of ‘store recency’. The NCDC and
NLSR models allow a ‘head-to-head’ comparison of prediction be-
tween the nested consideration and nested logit models since the
same variables are used in estimating both models.4



Table 2
Descriptives

sku 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

brand Pepsi Coke RC Wildwood Canfield Pepsi Coke RC Pepsi Coke RC Pepsi RC Pepsi Coke RC
size 67.6 oz 67.6 oz 67.6 oz 67.6 oz 67.6 oz 288 oz 288 oz 288 oz 144 oz 144 oz 144 oz 101.4 oz 101.4 oz 72 oz 72 oz 72 oz
share 12% 9% 13% 4% 2% 13% 11% 8% 5% 5% 3% 3% 6% 3% 2% 2%
Availability

(across
stores)

100% 100% 99% 39% 60% 60% 61% 58% 68% 82% 78% 44% 60% 65% 63% 61%

Table 3
Variables used in the NLSL and NCSM models.

NCDC NLSC NLSL NLSR

288 oz Intercept Yes Yes Yes Yes
144 oz Intercept Yes Yes Yes Yes
101.4 oz Intercept Yes Yes Yes Yes
72 oz Intercept Yes Yes Yes Yes
Initial size loyalty Yes Yes Yes Yes
Coke intercept Yes Yes Yes Yes
RC intercept Yes Yes Yes Yes
Wildwood intercept Yes Yes Yes Yes
Canfield intercept Yes Yes Yes Yes
Initial brand loyalty Yes Yes Yes Yes
Price Yes Yes Yes Yes
Feature Yes Yes Yes Yes
Lobby display Yes Yes Yes Yes
Aisle display Yes Yes Yes Yes
SKU recency Yes Yes Yes Yes
Store 1 intercept Yes Yes Yes Yes
Store 2 intercept Yes Yes Yes Yes
Store 3 intercept Yes Yes Yes Yes
Store 4 intercept Yes Yes Yes Yes
Distance Yes Yes Yes Yes
Initially considered store No Yes No No
Store loyalty No No Yes No
Store recency Yes No No Yes
Total number of independent variables 21 21 21 21
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4.3. Estimation

We estimated the following model specifications: (1) Nested
consideration model with dynamic store consideration sets
(NCDC), in which choice set formation is modeled at both the store
choice stage and the brand (sku) choice stage. (2) The benchmark
nested logit model of store and brand (sku) choice with the three
store-level parameterizations of ‘static store consideration sets’
(NLSC), store loyalty (NLSL) and ‘store recency’ (NLSR).

We obtained maximum likelihood estimates using a GAUSS-
based steepest gradient search with the Broyden–Fletcher–Gold-
farb–Shanno (BFGS) algorithm. Parameters of the NCSM model
are identified up to a metric for the size constants and brand con-
stants in the sku choice stage and identified up to a metric for the
store constants in the store choice stage. We therefore set the cor-
responding parameters of one size, one brand and one store to
zero. The threshold of sku salience does not need to be operation-
alized and is estimated latently, and the dynamic aspect of store
salience being operationalized by the store recency variable.
4.3.1. Model fit
We present in Table 4 the results of the three nested logit mod-

els (NLSC, NLSL and NLSR), and in Table 5 the results of the nested
consideration model (NCDC), using the cola category as an exam-
ple. As the log likelihoods indicate, the nested consideration model
outperforms all three nested logit model, in spite of the use of a
similar set of explanatory variables. In fact, in the case of NLSR,
the nested logit model uses exactly the same set of variables as the
nested consideration model, and the NCDC outperforms the NLSR mod-
el in terms of both the log likelihood, and the Akaike Information
Criterion (AIC) and the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC). The
latter two information criteria penalize the NCDC model for the
estimation of the two additional salience parameters (‘store sal-
ience threshold’ and ‘sku salience threshold’), and thus the NCDC
model is superior to the equivalent nested logit model (NLSR) on
all predictive criteria. We also compare the NCDC model to two
other commonly used nested logit models of store choice. First,
we estimate the NLSL model with the store loyalty variable instead
of store recency. Second, we estimate the NCSC model where we
model ‘static (or ‘preprocessed’) consideration’ at the store choice
stage using a variable which takes the value 1 for a store if the store
were visited in the initialization period, 0 if it were not visited. The
nested consideration model outperforms both these nested logit
models. Next we examine some of the coefficients of these models
and their implications.

Distance to store will also affect store choice, and we use this
variable to explain store choice, as in Bell and Lattin (1998).
Reflecting the higher travel cost of customers who live far away
from a retail store, the distance coefficient is negative and signifi-
cant for all the four models. The effect of price of skus also appears
to be reduced (price coefficient of �1.206) in the nested consider-
ation model when compared to the nested logit model (price coef-
ficient of about �4.2). Brand and size loyalty positively affect
‘brand value’, as do feature and lobby and aisle displays and ‘sku
recency’. The three variables explaining store choice that are being
studied in Table 4, i.e., store loyalty, store recency and ‘prepro-
cessed’ store consideration sets, all positively affect probability of
store choice.
4.3.2. Store and SKU consideration sets – post hoc analysis
The advantage of modeling store consideration sets using our

approach as opposed to the ‘preprocessed set’ approach of Bell
and Lattin (1998) is shown in Fig. 2. This figure plots the dynamic
store consideration set probabilities for one household (coded ‘22’)
which has 19 weeks of purchase data in the dataset. In the calibra-
tion period this household had bought from both store 1 and store
2, and hence its ’preprocessed store consideration set would be [1 1
0 0 0]. Using this variable would only capture heterogeneity in the
preprocessing across households. However this set will not vary
over time for a specific household. In contrast to this, the dynamic
consideration set approach that we use causes store consideration
set probabilities to change over the 19 week period based on re-
cency of the store visit. For example, store 1’s consideration prob-
ability is initially high (0.94), dips, then recovers to 0.937 in week
3, and then drops steadily till week 10, reflecting how recent store
visits have made the other store (store 2) more salient to house-
hold 22 in this period. The ability of our model to capture dynamic
store consideration sets is a key reason why our model predicts
better than the popular Bell and Lattin (1998) approach.

Fig. 3 demonstrates an important property of the model, that
the brand-size consideration probability depends upon the store
in which the sku is stocked. This figure shows that the sku level sal-
ience (or brand-size consideration probability) for the Pepsi 67.6 oz
sku starts low (0.18) in both store 1 and store 2. In weeks 7 and 15



Table 4
Parameter estimates for static consideration and store loyalty nested logit models.

Nested Logit Static Consideration (NLSC) model Nested Logit Store Loyalty (NLSL) model Nested Logit Store Recency (NLSR) model

�log likelihood 4903.466 4773.867 4787.399
BIC 9977.831 9718.632 9745.696
AIC 9850.933 9591.734 9618.797

Coefficient t-Value Coefficient t-Value Coefficient t-Value
288 oz Intercept 0.104 1.231 0.111 1.323 0.110 1.304
144 oz Intercept 0.350 3.415 0.333 3.258 0.340 3.317
101.4 oz Intercept 0.579 6.004 0.589 6.129 0.582 5.985
72 oz Intercept 1.065 7.611 1.024 7.332 1.081 7.681
Initial size loyalty 2.014 22.496 2.003 22.523 2.039 22.640
Coke intercept 0.162 2.378 0.165 2.431 0.166 2.435
RC intercept �0.074 �1.160 �0.074 �1.159 �0.071 �1.123
Wildwood intercept �0.043 �0.298 �0.019 �0.128 �0.024 �0.165
Canfield intercept �0.607 �3.140 �0.599 �3.088 �0.595 �3.064
Initial brand loyalty 2.158 23.360 2.172 23.632 2.183 23.551
Price �4.216 �7.014 �4.067 �6.780 �4.210 �6.967
Feature 0.564 9.032 0.606 9.702 0.579 9.177
Lobby display 1.362 16.541 1.309 15.619 1.338 15.996
Aisle display 0.735 10.195 0.717 9.996 0.713 9.744
SKU recency 1.459 22.197 1.452 22.004 1.436 21.791
Store 1 intercept 2.335 4.485 2.085 4.159 1.424 3.259
Store 2 intercept 3.110 5.100 2.549 4.645 2.095 4.092
Store 3 intercept 2.530 4.504 1.306 3.056 1.067 2.620
Store 4 intercept �0.713 �1.566 �0.155 �0.375 �0.240 �0.573
Distance �0.352 �5.120 �0.257 �4.066 �0.469 �5.236
Initially considered store 6.366 6.430 Not used Not used Not used Not used
Store loyalty Not used Not used 4.968 6.772 Not used Not used
Store recency Not used Not used Not used Not used 4.775 6.344
ln(inclusive value coefficient) �0.413 �2.791 �0.303 �2.075 �0.335 �2.171
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however, its probability in store 2 increases to a high value (0.88)
due to the marketing activity for this sku in store 2 in those weeks.
However the probability in store 1 never exceeds 0.38 throughout
the period. This demonstrates the flexibility of the nested consider-
ation model in accommodating varying sku consideration proba-
bilities across stores.5
5. Simulations

In this section we implement two simulations: (1) pricing sim-
ulation to demonstrate the differences between the models in
terms of pricing strategies and (2) store closing simulation to dem-
onstrate how the results of the nested consideration model differ
from the other models in studying overall store competition. For
these simulations we compare the nested consideration (NCDC)
model with the two nested logit models NLSC and NLSL.

5.1. Pricing simulation

Since there are 16 cola skus in the study there could be many
possible price promotion strategies. However our objective is to
study the effect of our model on store-level strategies, and we
therefore study the effect of price cuts for all the skus stocked by
a store. Fig. 4 shows the effect of price cuts by store 3 for the unit
sales of all the skus stocked by that store. To implement this sim-
ulation, we compute the probability of choice of each sku stocked
by store 3 at the actual prices observed in the market. Let this be
Prob_NLSC, for the nested logit model with static consideration
sets. Then we compute the probability of choice with a price cut
of x% (2%, 4%, etc.) for all the skus stocked by store 3. Let this be
Prob_NLSC_x, for the nested logit model with static consideration
sets. Then the unit sales increase can be computed using the
formula:
5 We thank an anonymous reviewer’s comments about ‘joint salience’ between
store and sku consideration probabilities that led to this analysis.
DNLSC
unitsales ¼

XT

t¼1

X16

j¼1

ðProb NLSC x� Prob NLSCÞ �M; ð15Þ
where ‘M’ is the marketsize, and ‘T’ the total number of weeks in the
dataset. In our application we calculate the market size as the prod-
uct of the number of customers (140 in our dataset), and the aver-
age number of colas consumed in a week (5.3, as per Mintel Reports
on US soda consumption, 2009), to yield a total marketsize of 742
consumption occasions per week.

Similarly the unit sales increase for the other two models is ob-
tained as:
DNCSR
unitsales ¼

XT

t¼1

X16

j¼1

ðProb NCSR x� Prob NCSRÞ �M; ð16Þ

DNLSL
unitsales ¼

XT

t¼1

X16

j¼1

ðProb NLSL x� Prob NLSLÞ �M: ð17Þ

As expected, we see from Fig. 4 that unit sales increase with the
price cut for all the models. However the magnitude of the increase
is much lower in the nested consideration model than in either of
the nested logit models (NLSC or NLSL) being studied. This figure
highlights the erroneous inferences about incremental sales in
the absence of a model of dynamic store consideration sets. This
error can be substantial, e.g., for a 4% price cut at store 3, the sales
increase from the nested logit models is more than five times that
from the nested consideration model. Since in the hierarchical
model the effect of the price cut on store choice will be through
the ‘inclusive value’ (see Eqs. (5)–(8)), we present in Fig. 5 the ratio
of inclusive values with and without the price cut for the three dif-
ferent models being studied. The trend is similar to the incremen-
tal unit sales that we observe in Fig. 4.6
6 See Supplementary Materials on the journal website for the Pricing Simulations
with dollar sales.



Table 5
Parameter estimates for nested consideration model.

Nested consideration dynamic
consideration (NCDC) Model

�log likelihood 4732.779
BIC 9651.992
AIC 9513.558

Coefficient t-Value
Sku salience threshold 1.478 17.176
Sku recency 3.775 9.205
Lobby display 3.340 6.364
Aisle display 1.008 6.483
288 oz 0.206 2.791
144 oz 0.250 2.710
101.4 oz 0.850 8.935
72 oz 0.890 7.021
Initial size loyalty 2.266 28.447
Coke 0.295 4.590
RC 0.149 2.634
Wildwood 0.328 2.280
Canfield �0.278 �1.437
Initial brand loyalty 2.420 28.986
Price �1.206 �2.817
Feature 0.999 18.524
Store salience threshold 4.712 29.731
Store recency (store salience stage) 7.441 17.589
Store 1 intercept 1.587 7.661
Store 2 intercept 2.253 8.658
Store 3 intercept 1.422 6.297
Store 4 intercept �0.998 �1.571
Distance �0.293 �3.136
ln(inclusive value coefficient) �0.538 �3.142

Fig. 2. Dynamic store consideration set probability.

Fig. 3. Store-specific brand/size consideration probability.

Fig. 4. Pricing simulation: unit sales increase.

Fig. 5. Pricing simulation: ratio of inclusive values.

Table 6
Simulation results – incremental sales due to closure of store 2 (EDLP).

NCDC NLSL NLSC

Incremental unit sales (oz)

Store 1 (EDLP) 440,214 534,469 566,055
Store 3 (HILO) 214,054 188,542 176,807
Store 4 (HILO) 21,533 19,162 7,626
Store 5 (HILO) 54,341 35,017 25,921

Incremental dollar sales ($)
Store 1 (EDLP) 79,732 95,417 99,540
Store 3 (HILO) 43,512 37,530 35,375
Store 4 (HILO) 4743 4219 1706
Store 5 (HILO) 12,960 8303 6094
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5.2. Store closing simulation

We perform a second simulation to demonstrate the impor-
tance of the nested consideration model in studying the effect of
store competition. In this simulation we study the effect of the pos-
sible closure of one store (say, store 2) on the sales of the other
stores. Unlike the earlier pricing simulation where we reported
the effect of store 3’s price cuts on its own sales, here we will re-
port the effect of closing one of the stores (store 2) on the sales
of all the other stores. We accomplish this simulation by removing
all the skus for store 2 from the share equations for each of the
models, and recomputing the market shares (and therefore sales)
for the other four stores.

Table 6 presents the results of the store closing simulation for
the nested consideration model and the two nested logit models.
The two stores that are most affected by the closure of store 2
(which is an Every Day Low Price, or EDLP store) are store 1 (an-
other EDLP store) and store 3 (a HILO store). Using the nested logit
models will lead to higher prediction of sales for store 1 and a low-
er prediction of sales for store 3 than would be the case using the
nested consideration model. Since the nested consideration model
predicts the data better than all the nested logit models being stud-
ied, this points to the erroneous inferences about the nature of
store competition that would result if the nested consideration
model is not used in modeling market shares.
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6. Conclusion

In this article we develop a model that incorporates restricted
store and brand choice set formation by consumers, as well as
the relative effects of location, promotions and product assort-
ment. We term the model the ‘nested consideration’ model, and
derive the related probabilities in a manner analogous to the
well-known nested logit model. This model also brings together
two streams of marketing literature which study consideration ef-
fects, the more developed literature on restricted sku/brand choice
sets, and the comparatively less studied literature on restricted
store choice sets. Also uniquely among the literature, this model
includes dynamic store salience (or store consideration sets), while
controlling for state dependence, availability of skus in the store
and brand and size loyalty. In empirical calibration, we find that
the nested consideration model performs better than several com-
monly used nested logit models of store and brand choice.

We find that not taking the consideration stages into account
overestimates the effect of price. This can lead to suboptimal pric-
ing decisions due to erroneous inferences about incremental sales,
as illustrated in a simulation. We also find in another simulation
that not accounting for dynamic store consideration sets leads to
erroneous conclusions about the magnitude of store competition.
In our empirical illustration, we find that this error will be in the
direction of over-predicting the effect on the same format (EDLP)
store, and under-predicting the effect on the store with a different
format (HILO).

It is important for retail managers take into account the multi-
stage formation of store and brand consideration sets in decision-
making, and the nested consideration model thus offers a quantita-
tive tool that can be used for important retailing decisions such as
pricing and retail store location.
Appendix A. Supplementary data

Supplementary data associated with this article can be found, in
the online version, at doi:10.1016/j.ejor.2011.04.027.
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